
Kindergarten 

Week 3 Two videos for this lesson may be viewed here: First Miniscule Video and Second Demo Video 

Draw a self-portrait (just your face) but make one part of your portrait silly.  

Draw with a pencil first and you may trace with a marker or you may choose not to do so. (dry erase 

marker works well or use a black crayon)  

Begin with a large oval, eyes should be near the center of the oval and should have three shapes making 

each eye. 

 

Be sure to add nose, mouth and eye brows. Last to be added, ears and hair and a hat if you wish. Finish 

with color beginning with the smallest shapes first and the big stuff last. AND TO NOT FORGET TO MAKE 

ONE PART OF YOUR FACE SILLY! That could be eyes, nose, mouth, ears, hair, etc…. 

 

Week 4 Video for this lesson may be viewed here: Butterfly Demo Video 

Creating a butterfly with “wing eyes” 

For this project you will need two different circles to trace. A small cooking pot lid or a lid from cool 

whip container (something about that size) and a circle about the size of a can of soup (most any 14-16 

oz. canned food) 

First, fold paper in half and then unfold. On one side near the top trace the larger circle and then do the 

same on the other side of the folded paper. Now using the smaller circle draw a smaller circle inside of 

each of the big circles. Next using the small circle again, draw a small circle near the bottom on each side 

of the folded paper.  

Next, trace a line around all of the circles to make your butterfly wings. Now you are ready to add color, 

try to make each of the shapes with a different color. (Option to cut our butterfly once complete) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/zNrfH2YFABg
https://youtu.be/E18CivNelYQ
https://youtu.be/B2FsPoOCpBQ


Week 5 Video for this lesson may be viewed here: Flower Demo Video 

Spring flowers  

For this project you will need two different size circles, for one circle a coffee cup or drinking glass/cup 

will work. For the other, something about the size of a peanut butter jar lid will do. For the other, the 

bottom of a salt shaker or other spice jar will do.  

Trace the big circle first near one corner of the paper (not in middle) and then trace the small circle near 

another corner of the paper. Now we are ready to add petals to the flowers. When you add one shape 

on one size, draw the next petal on the opposite side of the circle. Then add another petal and once 

again move the opposite side of the circle and add another petal. Repeat this step until the flower is 

complete with lots of petals around each of the circles. You may add stems and leaves for your flowers 

and then add any colors that you choose to use for your flowers.  

 

 

https://youtu.be/0wkgF0JmGyw

